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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select Bazzill White cardstock for layout base. Trim a 12”x 5” 
piece of Kepler paper (yellow hexagon side) and round the 
top corners. Adhere to layout, 3.25” from left edge and 1.5” 
from top edge. Trim an 11”x 4.5” piece of Jen paper (pink 
woodgrain side) and adhere centered atop Kepler paper.

2 Use scissors to trim three rows of aqua/white chevrons from 
the bottom of Here We Go paper (chevron side), 12” wide. 
Adhere to layout below Kepler paper.

3 Trim a 3.5”x 5” piece of Kepler paper (yellow hexagon 
side) and round the top left corner. Adhere to layout along 
right edge, 4.5” from top edge. Trim a 3”x 4.5” piece of 
Jen paper (pink woodgrain side) and adhere centered atop 
Kepler paper.

4 Use scissors to trim three rows of aqua/white chevrons from 
the bottom of Here We Go paper (chevron side), 3.5” wide. 
Adhere to right edge of layout below Kepler paper. 

5	 Print	five	2.5”x	3.75”	photos.	Adhere	four	photos	across	
larger matte; adhere one photo on smaller matte.

6	 Use	scissors	to	fussy-cut	17	various	flowers	from	Happy 
Place	paper	(floral	side).	Adhere	flowers	(using	foam	
adhesive	for	larger	flowers)	diagonally	between	photo	
mattes as shown.

7 Locate the “Go See Do” die-cut and adhere to the left of 
large photo matte as shown. 

8	 Use	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	flamingo	from	
Blossom cardstock (pink), 4” tall. If desired, coat die-cut with 
liquid adhesive and apply pink glitter. Once dry, adhere to 
left of photos as shown using foam adhesive.

9 Use scissors to fussy-cut a banner from Garden Party paper 
(pennant side). Adhere with foam adhesive in upper left 
corner of layout.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

SPLASH (24x12)
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0 Select Thickers to spell out title. If desired, coat letters with 
liquid adhesive and apply pink glitter. Once dry, adhere to 
scrap white cardstock and trim out, leaving .125” edge as a 
matte. Adhere letters across photos as shown.

{ Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “oh YEAH”, “LET’S 
go!” and “too COOL”onto scrap white cardstock. Trim into 
strips and notch ends to form banners. Use a gray pen to 
add dotted border to banners, if desired. Adhere banners 
to layout as shown.

} Use scissors to fussy-cut three palm leaves, a small blue 
flower	and	a	small	pink	flower	from	Happy Place paper 
(floral	side).	

q	 Adhere	two	of	the	palm	leaves,	along	with	a	tulle	flower,	
below	flamingo.	Adhere	small	blue	flower	and	stitched	
brad	to	right	of	tulle	flower.	Adhere	puffy	flower	
stickers to complete embellishment cluster.

w Adhere the third palm leaf under single photo. 
Embellish	with	puffy	flower	stickers	and	epoxy	clip.

e	 Adhere	small	pink	flower	near	banners	above	
photos. Embellish center with pink enamel sprinkle.

r Type or write journaling on scrap white cardstock. Cut 
into	strips	and	adhere	under	flowers	as	shown.

t Embellish layout with pink enamel sprinkles.
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2.5 x 3.75

photo
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photo
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photo
2.5 x 3.75title

DESIGN TIP: If your embellishment stash is running low, 

look	to	your	patterned	papers!	Small	elements,	like	the	flowers	

on Stacy’s page, can be trimmed out and used as accents on 

your layout.
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SUN SHINE SUN (12x12)

1 Select Starmist cardstock (blue) for 
layout base.	Trim	a	7.5”x	12”	piece	of	
Here We Go paper (map side). Adhere 
1.25” from left edge.

2 Select Around the World paper 
(striped side) and cut apart the colored 
stripes, trimming them to 6.5" wide. 
If desired, add hand-stitching with 
embroidery thread horizontally across 
some of the stripes. Adhere stripes 
to center of map paper, using foam 
adhesive for every other stripe.

3 Print a 4”x 5.5” photo and adhere with foam adhesive to 
layout,	3.5”	from	top	edge	and	.75”	from	right	edge.

4 Type or handwrite journaling on a 4.5”x 1” scrap of white 
cardstock. Notch the right side to make a banner and use a 
gray pen to add a dotted border, if desired. Adhere banner 
under photo with foam adhesive and attach epoxy clip to 
right side.

5 Use glue dots to adhere the acrylic words to the aqua 
portion of stripes.

6 Use kit stamps with blue ink and stamp the sunburst onto 
scrap white cardstock. Trim out and adhere to left of 
“shine”	acrylic	word.	Attach	tulle	flower	as	shown.

7	 Use	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	the	word	
“sun” from Parakeet cardstock (green) and scrap white 
cardstock, each approximately 5” wide. Layer pieces slightly 
offset	and	adhere	together.	Affix	to	green	portion	of	stripes.

8 Use	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	flip	flop	circle	
from Parakeet cardstock (green), approximately 2" wide. 

Trim	out	flip	flop	with	scissors	and	apply	green	glitter,	if	
desired. Adhere to the right of die-cut word “sun.”

9 Use kit stamps with yellow ink and stamp the word “fun” 
onto Kepler paper (yellow hexagon side). Trim out and 
adhere	to	yellow	portion	of	stripes.	Add	yellow	puffy	flower	
stickers to the left of stamped image.

0	 Use	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	the	word	
“shine” from Blossom cardstock (pink), and scrap white 
cardstock, each approximately 5.25” wide. Layer pieces 
slightly offset and adhere together. Embellish with pink 
enamel	sprinkles.	Affix	to	pink	portion	of	stripes	as	shown.

{	 Use	scissors	to	fussy-cut	two	pink	flowers	from	Happy 
Place	paper	(floral	side).	Adhere	together;	embellish	center	
with pink enamel sprinkle. Attach to the right of the word 
“shine.”

} Use glue dots to adhere three acrylic stars below journaling.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step instructions 
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1 Select an A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 5.5” piece of Jen 
paper (pink woodgrain side) and adhere to front of card 
base.

2	 Use	scissors	to	fussy-cut	roses,	leaves	and	small	flowers	from	
Jessica paper	(floral	side).	Use	foam	adhesive	to	adhere	
pieces to card base, creating a cascading look from top left 
corner as shown.

3	 Embellish	the	cascade	with	three	puffy	flower	stickers.

4	 On	the	front	flap	of	the	card	only,	cut	around	the	top	edge	
of	the	flower	cascade	to	reveal	the	white	card	base.

5 Select Thickers to spell out sentiment and adhere across the 
bottom portion of card.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step instructions + sketch

WISHES CARD (4.25x5.5)

sentiment

DESIGN TIP: A shaped front card adds big impact with little work! Simply trim around your design elements to remove a 

portion	of	the	front	flap.
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Stacy Cohen
lives in Los Angeles with 

her husband and two 

daughters, as well as two 

cats and two dogs. She 

works part-time as an 

insurance agent, special-

izing in health and life 

insurance.   

Stacy started scrapbooking in September of 2004 

when her girls were little because she wanted to 

preserve all the precious memories. Scrapbooking 

has been her creative outlet over the years, and she 

has developed a signature scrapbooking style that is 

flowery	and	feminine.

When she isn’t scrapping, Stacy fosters dogs for a 

local rescue group, reads mystery novels and enjoys 

embarrassing her daughters with her hip-hop dance 

moves.

See more of Stacy’s work at:

www.stacycohen.blogspot.com

designer & printables
 Q U A R T E R L Y  K R A F T  K I T S

To download these exclusive Picnic in the Park 
 printable tags, please visit:

www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctsummer16-picnic-in-the-park   ONLINE BONUS

As the dog days of summer draw to a close, 
we’ll be revealing the SCT Delivered autumn kit, 
a rich collection of curated products perfect for  

fall scrapping. Be sure to check the website  
on September 2, 2016 for a first look!
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